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he subject qames all the taboos of in- T cest. Easier, by far, to get someone to 
suggest that Henry Kissinger smokes pot ‘with Presi- 
dent Nixon than that Ren6 Levesque might be re- 
ceived for coffee by the Canadian desk officer.” That 
was how Washington journalist Milton Viorst de- 
scribed his experience when he tried to discu!~ 
French-Canadian problems with American State De- 
partment officials three years ago. 
As Viorst predicted, not ,much has changed: 

“Washington is likely to keep tiptoeing around, feign- 
ing delicately that the separatist movement in Que- 
bec doesn’t really exist.” ’ 

American officialdom has been hamstrung by a 
“damned if we do and damned if we don’t” feeling. 
One State Department functionaiy put it this way: 
“If we say we’re studying the situation carefully, 
they’ll answer, ‘Aha, the Americans are speculating 
on Canadian separation. They’re getting. ready to 
pounce.’ But if we say we’re not studying the situa- 
tion at all, they11 answer, T h e  Americans are in- 
different to us. . . . They just don’t care what hap- 
pens in Canada.’” 

Though the internal affairs of ow closest neigh- 
bor and alIy have been shrouded in embarrassment 
in diplomatic circles, one can always look for a color- 
ful and vocal point of view from a young writer who 
has put an indelible mark on Montreal theatre, 
Michel Tremblay. An ardent separatist, Tremblay 
is a child of the sixties, one who grew up in the.wake 
of Duplessis, the czar of Quebec for many years. His 
was the generation coming to maturity when Pre- 
mier Lesage declared that Canada was “in the hour 
of the last chance,” when Rent5 Levesque warned 
that “there must be a new Canada within five years 
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or Quebec will quit the Confederation,” when Pierre 
Trudeau wrote: “An entire generation is hesitating 
on the brink of commitment.” 
As a boy Tremblay displayed the abrasive provin- 

cialism that fills his conversation today. He refused 
to learn English in school, moving from grade to 
grade with one zero grade. He did eventually ac- 
quire excellent idiomatic English-on his own terms 
-at the movies. Since the poor quality of education 
has long been a sore point in Quebec’s history, it is 
appropriate that its leading playwright is largely 
self-taught. 

While the universities of the sixties stagnated (any 
kind of “radical” teaching was held in check by  gov- 
ernmental withholding of funds), it was the culture 
of the coffee houses that produced Tremblay. He 
grew up in a world where wealthy Westmount sub- 
urbanites r p e d  to Qukbecois as “dirty and shift- 

that while he didn’t know any French, he employed 
a maid who did. 

In 1965 Tremblay wrote the play Les Belles Soeurs 
in j o d ,  the rich and idiomatic French of Quebec. 
“No one wanted it,” he recalls, “so I put it into the 
drawer-where it stayed for three years.” In 1988 a 
leading Montreal theatre suddenly had to cancel its 
scheduled production. Les Benes Soezrrs was sug- 
gested, accepted, and presented (“in desperation,” 
says M. Tremblay). Theatre in Quebec has not been 
the same since, and there has been a production of 
Les Belles Soeurs running every year since. Trem- 
blay’s appeal for the Qukbecois has been under- 
standable; for English-speaking theatregoers it has 
been perhaps a combination of curiosity and fasci- 
nation that has been the drawing factor of plays 
that Tremblay would not allow to be translated into 
English. When, last year, he received in Toronto his 

’ second Chalmers Award, he said: “If my p l ap  have 
helped you to understand Quebec, then I am 
grateful.” 

less,” whe It a well-known Canadian writer could say 
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t first glance this cultural rebel seems a A gentle and somewhat shy man, though 
his public stance has often seemed bellicose, like an 
inferiority complex turned inside out. “For years,” 
he says, “they have told us we are inferior, ugly- 
and we have tried to imitate them. Now it is im- 
portant to establish our own’identity and to take 
pride in i t  Now I like myself much better . . . I have 
lost my pircleur, bashfulness, shame, and my plays 
are therefore stronger, I now no longer worr‘y about 
what people will think, only about what the char- 
acters themselves must say. I know what’I  want- 
a real political theatre. But I know that political 
theatre is dull, so I write fables.” 

ers of water.” Beyond that common ideal the two 
part company. Born into a wealthy family and en- 
dowed with an extensive education, Trudeau con- 
cerns himself, of necessiw, with large basic issues 
and long-term planning. Tremblay focuses on “gut” 
problems, problems that have oppressed French 
Canadians on a spiritual as well as a practical level 
-the issue of language, for example. Put simply, 
without the stories and statistics that enrage the 
QuCbesois, the problem is that English is the work- 
ing language of Montreal. French Canadians who 
want to survive or-advance within the socioeconomic 
system must learn English. Yet fewer than 27 per 
cent of “Anglo-Saxon” Montrealers are bilingual. 

In his paper CitS Libertd, Trudeau once &ote: “I 
am afraid that excessive preoccupation with the 
future of language has made certain people forget 
the future of the man speaking it.” Trudeau could 
have been speaking of Tremblay as he argued for a 
focus on economic equality, which, Trudeau said, 
would roduce cultural progress. 

is impatient with intellectual arguments. It is n gen- 
eration which, Trudeau said, would have the most 
to gain from separatism-because they would be the 
new leaders. They require immediate and visible 
relief from the insults of what one writer described 
as a “Rhodesian mentality.” The values which Trem- 
blay presents were reflected at a recent political rally 
in the hlontreal Forum where 18,000 shouting 
QukbeGois applauded a slim white-suited girl who 
shook her jet black hair in rhythm to a rock group 
and screamed in QuCbesois, “I don’t speak English 
. . . I want to get out.” 

Scenes like this make it clear that Trudeau fails 
to observe the rituals of identity which link a man 
like Tremblay to the average QuCbeqois. Perhaps 
without realizing the irony of his statement, Trudeau 
once said, matter of factly, that federal authorities 
had very little control over the culture-only over 
broadcasting, television, and mamage. 

Tremblay understands that what may be a minor 
matter to the rivileged assumes great importance 

Trem \ lay, however, represents a generation’ that 
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Tremblay defines himself as a playwright of and 
for Quebec. When a publisher approached him re- 
cently about including his work in an anthology of 
Canadian playwrights, he said, “No, I. am not a 
Canadian playwright.” “In Quebec they under- 
stand,” he explains. “They know that I’m working 
class, that I never went to school, that I’m not an 
‘author,’ a word that suggests two hundred )rears of 
foreign influence. I call myself a playwright instead.” 

At the time that Tremblay was writing his first 
play, Pierre Elliot Trudeau entered politics with the 
same goal as Tremblay’s-equality for the QuBbepis, 
who have been Canada’s “hewers of wood and draw- 

has used the theatre as an arena for popular com- 
munication, a place where he can weave golden 
fantasies around a hardcore message. 

hough he has been altering the .collec- T live consciousness of his native Quebec 
since 1968, Tremblay was presented this season to 
American audiences with a full-blown Broadway 
production of his latest and, he felt, his best play, 
Hosanna. 

The play is set in a homosexual mCnage and cov- 
ers, within the framework of domestic drama, vari- 
ous ‘crises of identity. Hosanna, the title character, 
is a hairdresser called Claude by day, a gilded but- 
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terfly by night. Cuirette, a rugged looking biker 
running to fat, is Hosanna’s “husband”; he wears 
the family’s leather pants, or so it  seems. By the end 
of. the second act, however, nothing is what it 
seemed to be. 

Hosanna, representing French Canada, has Holly- 
wood dreams of unspeakable beauty, a secret yeam- 
ing to be, for one moment, Elizabeth Taylor. The 
dream is sabotaged by Cuirette, out of jealousy, 
insecurity, perhaps spite. He too has yearnings, but 
for a time long gone, before the streetlights were 
installed in the Pfirc Lafontaine and took away the 
dark comers for doing as one pleased with impunity. 

Hosanna and Cuirette’s life together recalls Lord 
Durham’s description of Canada as “two nations 

waning in the bosom of a single state.” By play’s 
end each character has experienced a minor epiph- 
any, and it becomes clear that Hosanna, for all 
her outrageous poses and weaknesses, is the main- 
stay of the household. 

Undoubtedly Tremblay found the homosexual 
meta hor iheatrically appealing; ce aidy it cap- 

French- and Enghh-speaking. He says that he was 
not intending to write a homosexual play: “Nothing 
new or original is said here about homosexuality. . . . 
I try to write a story that will stand on its own, even 
if the audiences only relate to it on that level.” 
Rather he reached for a drama about a sense of self. 
To intensify his perception of what this might mean, 
he wrote Hosanna during a self-imposed exile in 
Greece and France. “I write about the things I 
know,” he explains, “and then I know I will be good. 
The best international thing is local, What is more 
international than the western, than High Noon, for 
example?” 

One cannot say that Hosanna failed in New York. 
But because its story line was not new to Broadway, 
it lost some potential dramatic excitement. More 
important, American audiences were not precondi- 
tioned emotionally to respond to the political mes- 
sage, and therefore the play failed to connect on 
that important level. 

Curiously, and for all of his separatist statements, 
Tremblay gave Hosannb a ‘%happy” ending; the 
lovers embrace in a gesture of eace. The concilia- 
tion im lied seems to reflect w 1 at is happening in 

in universities he never attended, and a film accepted 
ind honored at Cannes. It is a revolution in the 
process of being assimilated. Asked about the end- 
ing, Tremblay replies: “I don’t know that you can 
really call it a ‘happy’ ending, because it is really 
about only one moment in time. It is not about what 
happened the day before; and it does not tell any- 
thing about what will happen tomorrow.” 

ture B the imagination of Canadian a f diences, both 

the aut E or’s life, with his plays now being studied 


